
“Tony’s 50,000 Co-incidence Miracles” 
 

As you may know by now, our first two books about CO-INCIDENCE MIRACLES have both 
been very successful in helping people to notice (God’s active daily-presence in each human 
life). Book-2 detailed another 100 true miracle stories to help other people to notice more of 
their own -- similar daily “co-incidence-miracle-stories.” 
 
Once people realize that we can all have face-to-face conversations with God anytime we want, 
and as often as we wish each day – then; their lives take on new meaning and they do begin to 
notice some things similar to the 200-miracles described in our books. 
 
One person who read our first book also offered to translate it from English into Chinese and 
we have just finished that process. We have created two Chinese books now -- (Traditional 
Chinese) and (Simplified Chinese). 
 
This has inspired me to consider printing our book in more and more different languages now -
- so that more souls will be able to read the books which Jesus wrote -- and which Jesus asked 
me to type for Him. (Ref. Jeremiah 31:34). 
 
I prayed for wisdom about this, and Jesus led me to open the bible at random (just as Jesus has 
led others in history to do; when they prayed for a clue or a sign to see God’s will). And Jesus 
led my fingernails to open at random to Ezekiel #47, which clearly states that the streams and 
rivers flowing from the Temple ...  are designed to rejuvenate and to restore the entire world.  
Everyone needs to know that: “Everyone can hear God’s Voice if they ask.” (Ref. Isaiah 54:13) 
 
The more we translate this great book into other languages, the more we will help people 
everywhere to become (Close, Personal, and Conversational Friends of Jesus).  In God’s 
Kingdom (all will know Him, from the least to the greatest). (Ref. Hebrews 8:10-11).  
 
Please have your capable friends contact us. We are offering a royalty of $1.50 USD -- for each 
print-book sold globally (in the language of the Translator). This can become an excellent 
retirement income.  We are interested in translating into all the main languages on Earth so 
everyone can benefit from this amazing book which was confirmed by Jesus Himself. 
 
We are looking for people who are; (friends of God) and those (who have read our first book).  
In addition, we expect the translator to have experienced some (Co-incidence Miracles in their 
own lives as well). All this is so that translators can understand the importance of this work. 
 
Please have your interested translators contact us at:  TonyAnd777@aol.com or 
mahfood@wcatradio.com. Thank you. 
 
… Google https://WcatRadio.com/miracles/   for more info and our FREE AUDIO. 
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